
Street Scene Report for PC Meeting 22/09/2015 

Mowing of Verges 

General 

The PC's decision on this item at the last meeting, as recorded in the Minutes, can be 

paraphrased as follows.  If there should be a problem with grass cutting in the village, the 

councillors responsible for street scene should provide photographs of the areas in question 

for the Clerk to forward to the Supervising Officer at RCC.  The difficulty with this proposal 

is that it relies on an assumption that problematic areas can be identified without knowledge 

of the Site Plan or Schedule for Morcott.  These together with the Specification, which we do 

already have, define the extent of the work and standards required. 

However, having made that point, I should state that the standard of work carried out during 

the contractor's visit on Saturday 22
nd

 August was, in my judgement, generally very 

acceptable.  A small, rubber tracked, machine with the rotary cutting attachment cantilevered 

in front was employed (for the first time I believe).  I would expect this to be more 

manoeuvrable than equivalent wheeled machines as well as more stable on banked verges, 

thus reducing the areas needing to be hand- mowed with a strimmer.   

 As an aid to memory I took about 50 photographs on the 22nd/23rd of August.  For this 

report, only a few photos are needed to demonstrate that important locations, such as the 

High Street (west of Station Road), most of Station Road and Willoughby Road, were 

satisfactorily mowed.  Elsewhere, a greater numbers are used to illustrate where the mowing 

was, for whatever reason, done to questionable standards.   

I did not have an opportunity to talk to the operator myself but it is worth mentioning what I 

was told by a resident for whom he kindly volunteered to strim a small, unscheduled, patch of 

grass that she was trimming on hands and knees.  He told her that he did have a drawing 

indicating the extent of the work required, but he could not himself understand the logic 

governing which verges were scheduled and which were not. 

 

Locations,  Related Photograph Numbers and Comments  

 

High Street, west of Station Road     

Photos 1 & 2   -   Standard of mowing satisfactory 

 

Station Road    

Photo 3   -   Standard of main areas down to houses nos. 9 & 11 satisfactory. 

Photo 4   -   Corner at the north end of Village Hall car parking not mowed nor anywhere  

else on that side down to and beyond Mead House.  It all looks rather scruffy and the PC will 

need to consider whether that is acceptable. 

Photo 5   -   Hedge and fence belong to no. 15 on west side of road.  The verge has not been 

mowed.  There has been discussion at PC meetings as to the extent to which Station Road is 

adopted.  As nos. 9 to 15 were council houses, I would have expected the road to have been 

adopted at least far enough to include them, though probably not further.  I suggest that RCC 

are asked the question 

Willoughby Road 

Photos 6 & 7   -   These demonstrate that, down to about the point where roadworks were still 

ongoing, the mowing was generally satisfactory.  On photo 7, a patch of about 6m length of 

unmown grass can be seen at the far end of the bank.  No doubt there was a parked vehicle 

obstructing access at the time of mowing.  The steeper banks lower down the road, that were 

not mowed on this occasion, might be difficult but this will be evident next time. 

Fydell Row 



Photo 8   -   For the full extent of the dwellings on either side of the road, the mowing is 

satisfactory especially considering that the banks are awkward. Beyond the Fydell Row 

cottages on the west side of the road, the low weeds, rather than grass, did not appear to have 

been cut on this occasion (not photographed). 

Photo 9   -   Probably it is not the job of the mowing contractor to deal with the weeds around 

the safety barrier.  This photograph may provoke a discussion about which flowering weeds 

are weeds and which are wild flowers.  The question also needs consideration in relation to 

Wing Road and Back Lane. 

Wing Road 

Photo 10   -   The mowing appears satisfactory.  I like the flowers around the post box; I 

dislike the poster on the pole. 

Photos 11 &12.  The location of 11 is to the east of the view seen in 12.  These photos 

suggest that there is not a requirement to trim grass up to the wall and possibly not to mow 

the full width of the verge. I cannot see any form of wild flowers in these photos but there 

may be bindweed, as is just visible in 13 for Back Lane, and some plants of the type shown in 

15, also seen in Back Lane. I personally do not feel that the approaches to the village need to 

be highly manicured.  However I do not think  that excessive growths of nettles should be 

allowed to take over, on the grounds that wild flowers must not be disturbed, when hardly 

any such flowers can be discerned.  Perhaps the PC should consider scattering wild flower 

seed in some experimental areas. 

Back Lane 

Photo 13   -   Until recently this length of road at the east end of the lane, close to the stile, 

has been used for many months for parking of contractors’ vans and this has prevented any 

mowing from taking place.  There are still normally two or more cars parked as there were on 

22
nd

 August.   The photo was actually taken on 6
th

 August when the road was clear.  What is 

needed now is a scythe rather than a mower.   

Photos 14 & 16   -   These illustrate the wall on the south side of the lane.  14 shows the 

length in front of the grain barn, 16 the western end of the lane.   The comments that have 

been made above about Wing Road photos 11& 12 are also applicable to 14 and 16.  Photo14 

also shows the verge on the north side of Back Lane which is satisfactory.  (The saplings 

growing out of the wall need cutting down again, though this is presumably the landowner’s 

responsibility.) 

Photo 15   -    The plant shown in 15, also referred to above in relation to Wing Road, was 

one of two or three growing amongst the nettles seen in 14. 

Photo 17   -    This is of the corner where Back Lane meets The Cockpit. I would  have 

expected that the mowing be taken continuously around the corner up to the 30mph limit sign 

but,  as it has been carelessly done, it is not clear what was intended. 

Mount Pleasant Road  

The irregular verge on the west side is not easy to mow and, on this occasion, seemed to have 

received only token attention.  I omitted to take photographs. The small strips of verge on the 

east side are not thought to be included in the contractor’s scheduled work. 

Pingle Lane 

Photo 18   -   It can be seen that the verge outside Glebe Cottage had been mowed and that 

continued to the position where a grey bin be seen.  Beyond there, the verge on that side 

down to the end of the lane had not been mowed. None of the narrow grass verge on the west 

side of the lane was mowed, though I think it would improve this delightful lane if it were 

kept trimmed.  Almost out of picture, the grass verge changes to a narrow fringe of flowers at 

the edge of the road.    

High Street, east of Station Road 



Photo 19   -   This shows the fence next to the railway cutting on the north side of the road.   

The verge, such as it is, has not received any attention.  Further east there is just a gap 

between the edge of the pavement and the bottom of the fence. If a continuous gravel board 

were to be introduced either soil or gravel could be used to fill the gaps.  I doubt whether the 

weeds growing in the gap between the kerbstone and the pavement are included within the 

mowing contract.  A little further east these weeds are distinctly larger and make the area 

look somewhat run down. 

Photo 20   -    This shows loose stones on the verge which are potentially a threat to a 

mowing machine as well as  to the operator.   I believe that this location falls within the 

length of the cable trench that was dug some months ago.  If that is correct, it would indicate 

that the contractor failed to ensure that topsoil was used for the top layer of backfill.  I would 

assume that Highways has a responsibility to supervise that aspect of the power distribution 

company’s work. 

Junction of High Street with Stamford Road (A6121) 

Photo 22   -    The mown verge shown continues around the corner and a few metres north 

along the main road.  Although outside the 30mph limit, the maintenance of the verges on 

both sides of the Stamford Road as far as the A47 is appropriate for the main approach to the 

village, as illustrated in the three photos below 

Photo 23   -   This shows the northerly extent of the mown verge on the east side of the 

A6121.  South of this point to the locations of the BT cupboards the mown verge is 

interrupted by patches of wild growth and remains of a ruined wall, but to me these do not 

seem unsightly. 

Photo 24   -    The location is evident and the only point that needs to be made concerns the 

ancient ambulance, illegally parked across the full width of the pavement . Some four years 

ago, an old van regularly parked at the same place.  It was removed after MPC complained to 

RCC that it was a dangerous obstruction. It is time to complain again. 

Photo 25    -   This shows the grass directly in front of the pub (Burghley’s responsibility) as 

well as the mown verge extending to the A47.  What I did not appreciate at the time was that 

the village mowing contract extends around the corner and extends to and includes the wide 

strip of grass opposite the garage. Beyond that, Highways are responsible for the verges. 

Recommendations 

A copy of this report should be sent to the Responsible Officer at RCC with a request that we 

be provided with not less than, say, 3 copies of the Site Plan and Schedule for Morcott, to 

supplement the Specification which has already been provided. 

When these are received, Councillors will be in a position first to decide which of the verges 

described and illustrated in this report are unacceptable and then to determine whether that is 

the result of inappropriate technical specification for the location concerned or bad 

workmanship or a combination of both.  

I believe we shall need to have distinct policies on wild flowers for the two situations, (a) 

where the full width of the verge is to be mown and (b) where only a fixed dimension back 

from the edge of the road is to be mown. 

I suggest that a meeting with the Responsible Officer should be held during the latter part of 

this calendar year to discuss any changes we require and the matter of responsibility for 

supervision of the contractor’s work in future. 

MW 

 
 


